Logistics

In the event of a halt in operations, the economic detriment to client
and own business is in addition to the significant risks of consumer
supply shortages, loss of market positioning, and possible losses
due to contract penalties.

In a globalized world characterized by strong interdependencies, both locally and supranationally, logistics centers
are critical points in the supply chain of goods and services
markets.

These large storage and distribution facilities concentrate a
significantly higher fire load per surface area (when compared with most industrial uses) or even much higher (in comparison to buildings, ancillary areas, etc.) than is the average
case for commonly protected installations. Therefore, the
need for specific and effective fire protection is inevitable,
so much so that is a prerequisite for insurers, investors and
major customers.

The Komtes Group, with over 50 years of experience in the industry, provides comprehensive
and individualized solutions for the logistics
sector, in which a company’s survival may depend on the seamless continuity of service and
a rapid response to any threats.

To prevent economic, human, and
environmental harm and damage to
business continuity, it is vital that
firefighting equipment be in place, in
the form of both active and passive
protection measures.
				

Passive measures
Preparatory actions
TCHSES
Zoning and partitioning

FIRE OUTBREAKS

ACTIVE MEASURES
KOMTTECH
detection

Special detectors for wide-area coverage: Laser barriers, aspiration

MACOIN/RIBÓ
manual methods

Industrial equipped fire hydrant boxes of 45mm; specialty hoses

AG FIRE SPRINKLER
structural protection

Remote control access center

High capacity manual, mobile skid units
Storage Sprinklers: Control mode (CDMA, CMSA) and suppression mode
(ESFR) sprinklers for high-rack storage use with intermediate levels.
Cold storage rooms with dry sprinklers
Hydrocarbon (spill or storage) foam systems.

MACOIN / AG FIRE SPRINKLER /
firefighters

Industrial hydrants, equipment housings
Foam monitors, control stations
Skid units, hoses, trailers

FIRE SOURCE EXTINCTION

KONEBA

In the presence of hazardous products such as oil, chemicals, and similar
substances, additional means to control toxic emissions that might require
personnel evacuations or cause environmental damage must be available.
A logistics platform can be divided into:
• loading and unloading cargo areas
• processing areas
• storage areas
• ancillary use areas
The latter are where a greater fire load and/or potential sources of fire may
be found.

Detection
The detection and alarm network is the first line of
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distinctively generated by smoke activates the fire
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alarm.

Speed is essential in detecting and preventing the

Aspiration systems, which absorb and analyze the
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air through a perforated tube, can also be employed.
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These, too, offer great coverage per device, with ad-
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protection.

In any case, Komttech detection systems allow

KOMTTECH markets a wide range of analog and

communication with company-trained personnel,

conventional systems, but in the case of logistics

thanks to their remote access capabilities - very

centers, the large size of the warehouses make laser
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Laser barriers offer maximum coverage with a mi-
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nimum number of devices: up to 100m in length
and 14m in width. For that reason, processing or
cargo areas can be covered with few devices, yet

and audible alerts.

Manual methods
To facilitate control of small pockets of fire,
portable fire extinguishers can deal with practically
any hazard. However, it is the large capacity
extinguishers placed in large open areas located in
the cargo handling, fuel transfer, and similar areas
which guarantee greater autonomy of action for the
operator. MACOIN / TECNOENVASES offers different
extinguisher capacities and agents, mounted on
manageable skid units equipped with built-in
pressure units for complete autonomy.
For dealing with events on a larger scale, major
logistics centers should be furnished with equipped
fire hydrant boxes, such as those recommended by
MACOIN / TIPSA, ranging from 45mm up to 70mm,
offering high flow for industrial use. These consist
of a flat hose from 15 to 60m, available with textile
finishing or rubber coating for extra wear and drag
resistance, etc.
As a final measure, firefighting crews can use
the standard industrial exterior hydrants from
MACOIN / TIPSA, designed for special applications
or mounted on monitors. Open outdoor areas will
be covered with hydrants and equipment housings
with connections for firefighters, which come with
Siamese valves, are protected against the weather,
and are available in different finishes.

Automatic protection
If a small fire source cannot be contro-
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Partitioning and control
Once the structure is protected, it is cri-

KONEBA supplies a complete set of
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Summary overview
Comprehensive protection in logistics facilities with large stores of goods and materials, flammable products,
the movement of vehicles, supervisory and management
offices, electrical installations, and so on, requires specialized solutions:

PROTECTION AREA
Cargo areas
Processing Areas

Laser barriers and
extraction

STORAGE

Warehouses

ADMINISTRATION

Chemical powder,
water mist

-

-

-

-

-

-

Extractors
Laser Barriers

Flammables

Laser barriers and
extractor systems

Portable skid units

Foam Systems

TCHSES

Water mist, CO2

Cold storage
rooms

Extractors

-

Dry sprinklers or dry
control points

-

-

Linear thermal
detection.

-

Water spray or control
mode sprinklers

Partitioning

Water mist, CO2

Conventional or
analog detectors

Fire extinguishers,
25mm equipped fire
hydrant boxes

Normal or extended
coverage sprinklers

Partitioning

Inert gases, water
mist

Portable fire
extinguishers

Foam AFFF

-

Chemical powder

Manual fire
extinguishers

Control Mode
Sprinklers

-

Fixed dry chemical
system

-

Partitioning

Inert gases, water
mist, HFCs, tube
sensors

Water spray

Partitioning

CO2, inert gases,
water mist

Offices
Surveillance and
data rooms
Refueling points

VEHICLES

ESFR, CDMA,
CMSA sprinklers,
intermediate levels.
High-expansion foam
systems.

-

Automated
warehouses

Conveyor belts

FACILITIES

Portable skid units
Equipped fire hydrant
boxes of 45mm and
70mm, with hoses of
up to 60m

Control or application-specific mode
sprinklers

Vehicles

Electrical
facilities and
rooms
Generators and
transformers

Thermal detection,
fuse elements

Early detection
Point detection
Detection via
aspiration
Thermal Detection

Fire extinguishers,
25mm equipped fire
hydrant boxes

DETECTION
SYSTEMS
• OPTIMAX
• PREMIUM

INTELLIGENT

Analog and
algorithmic systems
with voice evacuation.

CONVENTIONAL

Option for remote
access via TCP/IP for
system management.

SPECIALTY SYSTEMS
• HIGH SENSITIVITY
LASER
DETECTION VIA
ASPIRATION
• LINEAR THERMAL
DETECTION
VIA HOT-MELT
TECHNOLOGY OR
FIBER OPTICS
• SPECIAL
TEMPERATURE
PROBES
• THERMO
GRAPHIC
CAMERAS

AUTOMATIC
PROTECTION
SYSTEMS

FIRE
SUPPRESSION
SYSTEMS

MANUAL FIRE
PROTECTION

FIRE, SMOKE AND
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

SPRINKLERS

CLEAN AGENTS

HOSE REEL CABINETS

SECTORIZATION

• SPRINKLERS

• SIEX-HCTM

• VALVE CONTROL
SYSTEMS

• SIEX-HCTM S-FLOW

• VALVES

• WITH SEMI-RIGID
HOSE

• SIEX-NCTM 1230
• INERT-SIEXTM

FOAM
• CONTROL VALVES
• STORAGE TANKS
• FOAM
PROPORTIONERS
• PROTECTION
OF FLAMMABLE
LIQUID STORAGE
TANKS AND
TROUGHS
• GENERATORS
• MONITORS

WATER SPRAY
• HIGH/MEDIUM
VELOCITY OPEN
SPRAY NOZZLE
• VALVE CONTROL
SYSTEMS

• ASSORTED
ATMOSPHERES

• INERT-SIEXTM CFT
• SIEXTMCO2

• WITH FLAT HOSE

• KORTEX SMOKE FIX
600 C°

• ALARM AND
EXTINCTION
CENTERS

• KORTEX SMOKE
AUTOMATIC 600 C°

HYDRANTS

WATER MIST
• UAC (cylinder
groups)

DRY CHEMICAL
POWDER

• FIRE CONTROL:

• WET BARREL

• KORTEX FIRE E

• BURIED

• KORTEX INSULATION
FIRE EW

EXTINGUISHERS

• STORED
PRESSURE
• CARTRIDGE
OPERATED
• Stationary /
Semi-Portable
hand hose line
dry chemical
extinguishing
systems units
• Hand hose
dry chemical
extinguisher
trailers
• twin agent

• KOTEX SMOKE
AUTOMATIC 1100 C°

• DRY BARREL

• CUSTOM
CABINETS FOR
HOSE AND
ACCESSORIES

• UAP (electrical /
diesel pump unit)

• SMOKE CONTROL:

• WATER
• DRY CHEMICAL
• CO2
• SPECIAL
APPLICATIONS
(non-magnetic,
etc.)

• KORTEX RAIN FIRE EI

ELECTRONIC
MECHANISMS OF
CONTROL
EXPULSION OF SMOKE
• LOUVER (LAM)
• TWIN FLAP

FOAM PREMIX

Tel.: +34 902 885 111
Tel.: +34 947 28 11 08

AUTONOMOUS
DETECTION
KITCHEN SYSTEMS

export@siex2001.com
www.komtes.com
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